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Introduction

All my life I have been passionate about games. Video game, board game,
tabletop RPG. My first game design experiment took place when I was 8 and
since then I never stopped creating game mechanics and inventing new
worlds to roam with some friends and dice.

Skills

● French mother tongue
● Fluent english
● Basic espagnol
● Programing (C#, python)

● Advanced skill in Game
Design

● Skill in creating and
populating universe

Experiences

Lead developer & game designer August 2016 to march 2017
Apocalypse Hunter SPRL

Python & Javascript déveloper March 2018 to may 2018
Odoo

Game Librarian From july 2018
Commune de Watermael-Boitsfort
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Projects

Game Design Workshops
Instructor
Those workshops were given in the context of the creation of a board game.

Imaginautes
Co-founder
Since novembre 2018, I have managed an RPG group in Ottignies that
federates around 30 people and numerous tables.

World Scavenger
Developer / Game Designer / Narrative designer
World Scavenger was a project that I led when I was working at Apocalypse
Hunters. It was a geolocalized game where you needed to find ancient
artefacts to decipher the History of ancient civilizations.
The game is no longer available.

Formations

Ludus Académie 2016
European bachelor in Digital and Multimedia Techniques
Main skills acquired:

● Project management
● Development
● Game design

Collège Saint-Etienne 2014
CESS : latin & spanish

Lycée Français Victor Hugo 2006
Frankfurt, Germany : elementary school
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Hobbies

Board game & video games
I am a BIG fan of games of any kind. From simple card games to very
complicated board games and all kinds of video games mostly on PC but not
only.

Tabletop RPG
I have been a game master since I was 14 and as the only GM in my vicinity
for a long time I have mastered a good number of different game systems and
universes. That passion led me to co-create a RPG club in my city.

Reading
From a very young age I read a lot of novels, comics and manga. I mainly
prefer fantasy, science fiction and other genres where I can explore new
worlds.
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